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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 3:12:09 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Tom Kellen
Organization: Crop Production Services


Email: tom.kellen@cpsagu.com
Zip Code: 56150
Comment: I hope the state of Minnesota uses some common sense when they want to


 make changes that affect the livelihood of the people that work in the ag
 industry. Farmers and ag retailers are not able to change their whole way of
 farming and applying fertilizer without a huge investment in infrastructure
 and adjustments in loss income
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From: Vicki Skaurud
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 4:04:18 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be
 rewritten and consider the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have
 many maintenance and construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and
 showing levels of N higher than in the surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm
 families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is determined. The MDA
 should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families.
 Farmers are already careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input
 that is vital for a good harvest. We do not want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many
 areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the fall. Fall road restrictions
 could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is not
 adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These
 challenges and the economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been
 looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next.
 Looking at soils and the conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule
 before any restriction is put on the use of N fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm
 families fairly. The rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be
 built upon sound science.


Regards, 
Vicki Skaurud 
4484 MN-200
Gary, MN 56545 
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of trudy.dunham@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 11:06:29 AM


Dear Mr.:


The importance of clean drinking water has never been more important. Nitrates pollute the water, with grave
 impacts on the health of Minnesota residents.  More than good farming practices are necessary to make a real
 difference. Please, act ethically and responsibly to protect MN groundwater, as well as to fulfill our role in
 protecting the headwaters of the Mississippi River, the quality of the Minnesota River, and much of the drinking
 water that impacts the health and well-being of those in our river basins.  It is our time to stand up for the future
 generations.  Let's do the right thing! 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Tru Dunham
1624 Blair Ave
Saint Paul, MN 55104-1830
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of bill.steele@isp.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 6:46:26 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


William Steele
21950 County Road 445
Bovey, MN 55709-8364
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From: William "Skip" Dykoski
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 9:22:44 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Dr. William 'Skip' Dykoski
890 9th Ave NW
New Brighton, MN 55112
651-636-2980
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From: Steve Harguth
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Sunday, August 20, 2017 1:50:05 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Steve Harguth
14370 315th Ave
Waseca, MN 56093
steve.harguth@hotmail.com
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From: Steve Wardell
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 7:39:48 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Steve Wardell
3442 35th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
6127246495
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From: Terry Schwake
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Saturday, August 26, 2017 7:52:16 AM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be rewritten and consider
 the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have many maintenance and
 construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and showing levels of N higher than in the
 surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is
 determined. The MDA should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families. Farmers are already
 careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input that is vital for a good harvest. We do not
 want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the
 fall. Fall road restrictions could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is
 not adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These challenges and the
 economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next. Looking at soils and the
 conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule before any restriction is put on the use of N
 fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm families fairly. The
 rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be built upon sound science.


Regards,
Terry Schwake
10494 230th St E
Kenyon, MN 55946   <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/60865/21901745>
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From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Berg, Jeffrey (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Fwd: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Thursday, July 27, 2017 3:46:05 PM


Here's a comment on the rule


Sent from my iPad


Begin forwarded message:


From: <MDA.Info@state.mn.us>
Date: July 26, 2017 at 9:30:09 AM CDT
To: <Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen
 Fertilizer Rule Comment Form.


Name: Todd Stencel
Organization: 


Email: Toddstencel@gmail.com
Zip Code: 56093
Comment: This rule and associated maps and underlying data makes too


 many assumptions that nitrogen is entering the water from
 agriculture only. If your own data shows that natural nitrogen
 mineralzation accounts foepr over 2000 lbs of n per acre then the
 ag community is only responsible for 10 percent of the n and
 should be only responsible for that portion also. There is also
 more study that needs to be done to verify the map area. The
 MDA has made too broad of assumptions on which land areas are
 affected and we need more time to review these requirements.
 We also need more time for meeting in southern Minnesota and
 more public meetings where producers would have the ability to
 review the data and place their input into this rule. It looks and
 feels like this rule is being proposed in a fast quick like manner
 for political reasons and not very scientifically prepared.
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From: Steve schultz
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 8:53:32 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mr. Steve schultz
1225 Ingerson Rd
Arden Hills, MN 55112
6128121647
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From: sue rich
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:08:05 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


sue rich
153 Winifred St W
st paul, MN 55107
6512222193
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of s-jbirch@q.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Sunday, August 27, 2017 1:46:27 AM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


SUZANNE BIRCH
16015 ELGIN CT
Faribault, MN 55021-8568
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From: Smallgrains.org
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Comments on Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 7:31:04 AM


Larry Gunderson
Pesticide and Fertilizer Management Division
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Roberts Street North
St. Paul, MN 55155-2538


Dear Mr. Gunderson,


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


I do not think a one-size-fits-all strategy is the best approach to maintaining or improving
 groundwater in a state as large and diverse as Minnesota. Instead of prohibiting fall nitrogen
 applications across the entire state based solely on soil type, you should take into account the
 many factors that reduce the risk of nitrate leaching in the different parts of the state,
 including northern and western Minnesota. You should take a regional approach and work
 with growers and other local experts to identify the best strategies, for each region, before
 regulating nitrogen applications as proposed in Part 1 of the rule.


By prohibiting fall applications of nitrogen in such a large area of Northwest Minnesota, you
 would be creating a major problem because we do not have the infrastructure, at supply
 companies and individual farms, to apply and incorporate all the acres in a very short
 application window in the spring. (Infrastructure includes: people, equipment, storage
 capacity and large distances between fields and to the fertilizer source-Mississippi River)
 There could be unintended consequences because P and K may be incorporated in the fall and
 N in the spring, causing more tillage and possible erosion in some situations. It would also
 raise the cost of production.


Nitrogen is expensive and I am doing whatever I can to keep it available for the crops that I
 grow. I use many different strategies to do this economically and I am always looking for
 additional ways. That is why research is so important.


I am not opposed to changing and adopting to new information or technology, however to
 make big changes, as proposed in Part 1, it would be good to know the changes are needed
 and will have a positive impact on our groundwater quality. I encourage you to seek out
 current well testing data and expand the monitoring of ground water in our area before
 regulating. I believe most of us are doing a good job of limiting nitrogen loss in order to keep
 it available for our crops to use. Research will help us do more.


Thank you for your willingness to listen and work with local and regional growers to find the
 best solutions. I understand you added additional listening sessions and extended the
 comment period in order to get additional input. I hope the input you are getting will
 encourage you to change Part 1 of the Rule so that regulation does not take place in regions
 that need additional testing and consideration of regional risk factors. I am willing to work
 with you and others to help identify regional factors that contribute significantly more or less
 risk. This along with testing should happen before the regulation in Part 1 takes place.
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Sincerely,


wayne olson


56542


218-230-4303








From: William Olen
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Monday, August 21, 2017 6:40:03 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


William Olen
2528 200th Ave
Mora, MN 55051
olenwlja@genesiswireless.us
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From: Theresa Hutchison
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 11:15:55 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. Theresa Hutchison
2516 Colfax Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55405
6122519349
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From: Tony Brateng
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 6:10:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Tony Brateng
28677 State Highway 89
Roseau, MN 56751
south89farms@gmail.com
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From: Steve Sjostrom
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 3:50:06 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Steve Sjostrom
50527 350th St
Lafayette, MN 56054
sdsjostrom@centurytel.net
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From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Berg, Jeffrey (MDA)
Subject: FW: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, August 29, 2017 8:10:19 AM


Comment from yesterday


Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us


-----Original Message-----
From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com [mailto:mailagent@thesoftedge.com] On Behalf Of zachcuz@msn.com
Sent: Monday, August 28, 2017 3:36 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


ZACHARY CUSICK
1079 pleasant ave.
Saint Paul, MN 55102-3310
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From: Steven Rosten
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 26, 2017 11:00:11 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Steven Rosten
25602 170th St SE
Plummer, MN 56748
srosten@gvtel.com
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From: T Mo
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 10:26:01 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. T Mo
3310 69th St E
IGH, MN 55076
6525527148
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From: Theresia Gillie
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:24:26 AM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be
 rewritten and consider the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have
 many maintenance and construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and
 showing levels of N higher than in the surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm
 families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is determined. The MDA
 should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families.
 Farmers are already careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input
 that is vital for a good harvest. We do not want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many
 areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the fall. Fall road restrictions
 could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is not
 adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These
 challenges and the economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been
 looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next.
 Looking at soils and the conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule
 before any restriction is put on the use of N fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm
 families fairly. The rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be
 built upon sound science.


Regards, 
Theresia Gillie 
2573 290th Ave
Hallock, MN 56728 
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 11:04:01 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: farmer
Organization: farmer


Email: mncorn.org
Zip Code: 55115
Comment: i farm and apply NO fertilizer in the fall. nitrogen and P . that should be the


 new law for MN
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From: Thomas Olmstead
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:03:01 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mr. Thomas Olmstead
6818 118th Ave N
Champlin, MN 55316
7634273581
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From: Tim & Terise Bergeman
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen fertilizer rule draft
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 1:35:05 PM


MY name is Tim Bergeman and live in watonwqn county.


I would like  for this process to have more time to look into this. We use a product that is called guardin for our nitrogen stabilizer that works very differently than most other products. It works with the microbes to stabilize the n around the roots  Last year
 samples were taken for n loss ,very little if any was lost according to Midwest labs. These rules are a hardship on farmers with no recouarse to help with extra expense and government intervention on telling us how much we can put on and when. Best
 management practices from the U of M are five years behind the times. AT least use the cec of soils provides by soil sampling and soil type for maxiumums of N you can apply. MUCH more accurate and fairer way. ALSO if there is a way to help nitrate
 problems it must be addressed by all industries and citizens of Minnesota,no exceptions,and use real updated data not 10 to 20 year old stuff. Love to hunt and fish and enjoy are Minnesota outdoors. Please take more time and input to do this right and not
 shove something down our throats that’s not going to work. THANKS FOR YOUR TIME


Sent from Mail <https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986>  for Windows 10


                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
 TIM BERGEMAN
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From: Smallgrains.org
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Comments on Fertilizer Rule
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 4:34:46 PM


Larry Gunderson
Pesticide and Fertilizer Management Division
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Roberts Street North
St. Paul, MN 55155-2538


Dear Mr. Gunderson,


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


I do not think a one-size-fits-all strategy is the best approach to maintaining or improving
 groundwater in a state as large and diverse as Minnesota. Instead of prohibiting fall nitrogen
 applications across the entire state based solely on soil type, you should take into account the
 many factors that reduce the risk of nitrate leaching in the different parts of the state,
 including northern and western Minnesota. You should take a regional approach and work
 with growers and other local experts to identify the best strategies, for each region, before
 regulating nitrogen applications as proposed in Part 1 of the rule.


By prohibiting fall applications of nitrogen in such a large area of Northwest Minnesota, you
 would be creating a major problem because we do not have the infrastructure, at supply
 companies and individual farms, to apply and incorporate all the acres in a very short
 application window in the spring. (Infrastructure includes: people, equipment, storage
 capacity and large distances between fields and to the fertilizer source-Mississippi River)
 There could be unintended consequences because P and K may be incorporated in the fall and
 N in the spring, causing more tillage and possible erosion in some situations. It would also
 raise the cost of production.


Nitrogen is expensive and I am doing whatever I can to keep it available for the crops that I
 grow. I use many different strategies to do this economically and I am always looking for
 additional ways. That is why research is so important.


I am not opposed to changing and adopting to new information or technology, however to
 make big changes, as proposed in Part 1, it would be good to know the changes are needed
 and will have a positive impact on our groundwater quality. I encourage you to seek out
 current well testing data and expand the monitoring of ground water in our area before
 regulating. I believe most of us are doing a good job of limiting nitrogen loss in order to keep
 it available for our crops to use. Research will help us do more.


Thank you for your willingness to listen and work with local and regional growers to find the
 best solutions. I understand you added additional listening sessions and extended the
 comment period in order to get additional input. I hope the input you are getting will
 encourage you to change Part 1 of the Rule so that regulation does not take place in regions
 that need additional testing and consideration of regional risk factors. I am willing to work
 with you and others to help identify regional factors that contribute significantly more or less
 risk. This along with testing should happen before the regulation in Part 1 takes place.
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Sincerely,


Timothy Andersen


56732








From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 7:26:48 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Timothy Osowski
Organization: Farmer; MAWG; MSGA


Email: tosowski@hotmail.com
Zip Code: 56713
Comment: To Whom It May Concern, I would like to express my opposition to


 implementing this rule in NW Minnesota. I am from Marshall county, and in
 our county there has not been one single well that has tested even close to the
 limit that has been advised in the proposed rule. What this means is we as
 farmers and citizens in this area have already prevented the leaching of
 nitrogen into groundwater. We are aware of the locations where using fall-
applied nitrogen has the potential to leach; and we do not apply in these areas
 because first and foremost it is not economical to do so. We are also aware of
 the potential for it to leach into groundwater in these areas, and since we drink
 the water from under our fields we do not want to contaminate it. The
 problem with this proposed rule is the areas proposed to restrict fall nitrogen
 goes way beyond the areas that are actually vulnerable. These over-reaching
 areas will affect the ability of farmers to get nitrogen applied timely in the
 spring; because of the inability to have enough infrastructure and labor to do
 so. I urge u to remove this draft rule from any areas within NW Minnesota.
 Regards, Tim Osowski
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 3:18:16 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Todd Wentzel
Organization: 


Email: twentzel@agristar.net
Zip Code: 56271
Comment: I am concerned about the broad approach that this proposal is taking.


 Although my farm has areas that show on the map as restricted, we have our
 water tested and it has always met the standard levels for drinking quality. We
 utilize practices on our farm to lessen the chance of nitrogen leaching
 including delaying application until soil temps fall as well as nitrogen
 stabalizers. Spring application is fitting on some soils, but if fall applications
 are limited to less than 20 lbs. total , there would be tremendous pressure put
 on the industry for supplying the needs in the spring, thereby risking planting
 delays and incurring extra costs.
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From: Montgomery, Bruce (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA); Berg, Jeffrey (MDA)
Cc: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Comments 8-16-2017 #3
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 4:41:28 PM


 
 
From: Smallgrains.org [mailto:admin@smallgrains.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 8:46 AM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Comments on Fertilizer Rule
 


Larry Gunderson
Pesticide and Fertilizer Management Division
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Roberts Street North
St. Paul, MN 55155-2538


Dear Mr. Gunderson,


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


I do not think a one-size-fits-all strategy is the best approach to maintaining or improving
 groundwater in a state as large and diverse as Minnesota. Instead of prohibiting fall nitrogen
 applications across the entire state based solely on soil type, you should take into account the
 many factors that reduce the risk of nitrate leaching in the different parts of the state,
 including northern and western Minnesota. You should take a regional approach and work
 with growers and other local experts to identify the best strategies, for each region, before
 regulating nitrogen applications as proposed in Part 1 of the rule.


By prohibiting fall applications of nitrogen in such a large area of Northwest Minnesota, you
 would be creating a major problem because we do not have the infrastructure, at supply
 companies and individual farms, to apply and incorporate all the acres in a very short
 application window in the spring. (Infrastructure includes: people, equipment, storage
 capacity and large distances between fields and to the fertilizer source-Mississippi River)
 There could be unintended consequences because P and K may be incorporated in the fall and
 N in the spring, causing more tillage and possible erosion in some situations. It would also
 raise the cost of production.


Nitrogen is expensive and I am doing whatever I can to keep it available for the crops that I
 grow. I use many different strategies to do this economically and I am always looking for
 additional ways. That is why research is so important.


I am not opposed to changing and adopting to new information or technology, however to
 make big changes, as proposed in Part 1, it would be good to know the changes are needed
 and will have a positive impact on our groundwater quality. I encourage you to seek out
 current well testing data and expand the monitoring of ground water in our area before
 regulating. I believe most of us are doing a good job of limiting nitrogen loss in order to keep
 it available for our crops to use. Research will help us do more.
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Thank you for your willingness to listen and work with local and regional growers to find the
 best solutions. I understand you added additional listening sessions and extended the
 comment period in order to get additional input. I hope the input you are getting will
 encourage you to change Part 1 of the Rule so that regulation does not take place in regions
 that need additional testing and consideration of regional risk factors. I am willing to work
 with you and others to help identify regional factors that contribute significantly more or less
 risk. This along with testing should happen before the regulation in Part 1 takes place.


Sincerely,


Tim swanson


56762


tim.swanson@chsinc.com
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From: Trent Eidem
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Public Commnet
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 7:31:03 AM


Mr. Gunderson,
 
The following is my commentary on the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule:
 
First and foremost, I believe you are selling the Minnesota farmers short. This is not an area where
 we need to be regulated. Farmers are already using sound N management practices. Farmers
 understand the difference in soil types and the impact those soil variations have on N management. 
 I find it condescending that St. Paul seems to operate under the assumption that farmers are too
 simple to understand environmental impacts, or simply do not care about the environment. That
 fact is that farmers are intelligent business owners who care about the environment more deeply
 and in a more meaningful way than most can relate to. Being a good steward of the land is how I
 make my living. It will put my kids through college and provide them with the opportunity to follow
 their dreams, just as I have had the opportunity to follow mine. 
 
Speaking of family; my wife, children, and parents all drink the water from the well located on our
 farm. Obviously, water safety is important to me and my family, but whenever we have had our well
 water tested, it has come back as safe. In fact, the last time we had it tested, at an event in Ada, one
 of the people there brought a bottle of water purchased at a gas station on the way to the event.
 That bottle of water tested higher in nitrates then any well that was tested. There seems to be no
 issues with nitrates in the well water in our area. Actually, it feels as though the “Water Governor” is
 trying to create a problem out of thin air that he can save us from.
 
Now I understand that there are greatly varying climates, growing areas, growing seasons, and soils
 throughout the state of Minnesota, and that just because my area does not have issues with
 nitrates in wells, doesn’t mean that others do not. I would also not be so bold as to pretend that I
 have a vast knowledge base of the other areas that constitute this great state; however, unlike the
 maps that have been put out as part of Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule, I understand that this variety
 exists within the state.  You simply cannot use one soil sampling method or set of standards
 throughout since Minnesota is such a diverse state. For example, you tested soils 5 feet deep when
 constructing your maps, but here in the Red River Valley we have 100+ feet of clay between the
 soils you tested and our wells. N will simply not be able to move through 100+ feet of clay
 efficiently. Based on that one fact alone; it is clear your maps are significantly flawed. There can be
 no cookie cutter approach to this rule or to the mapping, Minnesota is simply too diverse.
 
There are also the logistical issues that would be impossible to avoid if this rule were implemented,
 many of which would most heavily burden smaller family farms and smaller local co-ops.  Increasing
 the amount of spring applied fertilizer to the degree that this rule would require comes with a huge
 fertilizer storage and equipment cost, such as spreaders, side dressers, y-drop sprayers, etc. to get N
 spread when needed. Timing is another issue. In my area, we usually have about a 10 day window to
 get a crop planted. Delays in spreading due to labor, equipment, and product availability issues can
 eat up 10 days very quickly. Smaller family farms and small co-ops are, unfortunately, already slowly
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 dying out, but requiring the added capital and labor expenses required to meet the standards set by
 this rule would exponentially increase the end of what was once the hallmark of rural Minnesota.
 
Fall Nitrogen applications are vital to the timely planting of crops like sugarbeets and wheat given
 our shorter growing season in the Red River Valley. However, it has been scientifically proven that N
 does not move when soil temps are below 50 degrees.  We simply do not apply fall fertilizer until
 soil temperatures are below 50 degrees and usually have planted the above crops prior to soil temp
 warming to 50 degrees again, making it as safe as spring applied fertilizer. Additionally, our 4 foot
 soil tests show very little N in our soils in the fall, because our crops have been mining the N for
 their growth. If our crops are using nearly all the N available, there is very little left to leach into
 groundwater. 
 
Finally, I would like to remind you all that nitrates come from lots of different places, not just
 fertilizer applications by farmer.  Please keep all of this in mind when considering this rule; a rule I
 consider to be too flawed for implementation.
 
Thank you,
 
Trent Eidem
Felton, MN
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Travis Birhanzl
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 8:59:21 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be
 rewritten and consider the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have
 many maintenance and construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and
 showing levels of N higher than in the surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm
 families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is determined. The MDA
 should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families.
 Farmers are already careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input
 that is vital for a good harvest. We do not want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many
 areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the fall. Fall road restrictions
 could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is not
 adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These
 challenges and the economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been
 looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next.
 Looking at soils and the conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule
 before any restriction is put on the use of N fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm
 families fairly. The rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be
 built upon sound science.


Regards, 
Travis Birhanzl 
1060 80th St SW
Montevideo, MN 56265 
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From: Montgomery, Bruce (MDA)
To: Virg Garbers
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA); Berg, Jeffrey (MDA); Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: RE: Proposed nitrogen fertilizer regulation
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 5:47:02 PM


Virg
 
Here is the MDA website that will get you to the proposed rule, numerous facts sheets, and other
 supporting documentation.
http://www.mda.state.mn.us/nfr
 
Thank you for your interest in this rule.
 
Bruce
 
Bruce Montgomery
Section Manager, Fertilizer Non-Point Section
Pesticide and Fertilizer Management Division
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, MN 55155-2538
651-201-6178
bruce.montgomery@state.mn.us
 


 
 
 


From: Virg Garbers [mailto:virg@garbersconsultingllc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 1:44 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Proposed nitrogen fertilizer regulation
 
Please email me info on this proposed regulation.  No one in SW MN seems to know anything about
 it.
 
 
Thanks,
Virg
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 9:31:01 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Tom Haag
Organization: MN Corn Growers


Email: tomhaag453@yahoo.com
Zip Code: 55329
Comment: The 20 lbs. of Nitrogen in the fall is to small need a larger number if one is


 fertilizer for two years. If one is to use ESN nitrogen it starts to breakdown
 once the spring temperature reaches 50 degrees and then needs two weeks to
 fully breakdown.
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From: Mr. & Mrs. Steve Knott
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 10:00:06 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Steve Knott
15433 COUNTY HIGHWAY 8
TRACY, MN 56175
sknott49@yahoo.com
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From: Thomasin Ringler
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 10:19:21 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. Thomasin Ringler
196 Page St W
Saint Paul, MN 55107
6516992756
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 9:35:54 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Trevor Dale
Organization: Rock Valley Farms


Email: trevordale8932@comcast.net
Zip Code: 55446
Comment: While I don't due much of this at this time, this should be a decision made by


 the individual farmer. If I see anything somewhat disturbing, it's applying N
 too early in the fall and losing it in the atmosphere, this is pretty limited
 though. How would this affect fall applications of MAP and DAP since they
 have N in them as well? Labor shortage is an issue, this will make it much
 worse. Please don't implement this N fertilizer rule.
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From: Zach Johnson
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 4:10:05 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Zach Johnson
19644 County Road 99 SW
Kensington, MN 56343
lakesareatreemoving@gmail.com
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From: Waibel
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Fertilizer Management Practices
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 8:50:52 PM


I am a farmer that has some land that is listed in the KSAT area on the venerable soils map in Nicollet
 County. Our family has three pig operations that are all CAFO permitted through the Minnesota
 Pollution Control Agency (MPCA). We take a lot of pride in the technology we use to make sure our
 manure and soil is kept at the best possible quality for production purposes. We do manure testing
 annually, as well as grid soil testing of all of our land every three years. You have mentioned
 alternative management practices and we do use CRP already in the KSAT land however, I think that
 using a federal program is not the best solution when it is in fact a state issue and not a federal
 issue. Another problem that I see is that our CRP contract is up this year and although we have filled
 out the appropriate paperwork for contract renewal, there are no certainties that we will be able to
 contract again. Technology is a huge factor in our operation, for instance, we use drones, variable
 rate technology for our planter and manure applications. We have a sprayer that has the capability
 of doing late season nitrogen application however; it falls into the same time frame as when we are
 typically spraying fungicide and pesticide on our crop acreage. We already cover 4,000 acres of corn
 with this sprayer and roughly 2,500 acres of soybeans. Our sprayer is simply not capable of handling
 anymore applications. I know that it potentially seems very easy to purchase a new sprayer that
 would be able to cut the work load for the sprayer we have however, at a price tag of $550,000.00 it
 is certainly not feasible to the average farming consumer. Another issue I see is the fact that spring
 spreading of nitrogen and manure raises big concerns with soil compaction. Another issue with
 spring spreading is one would have to be able to utilize township and county roads which brings up
 the issue of weight restrictions.


 


Thank you for your time.


 


Tim Waibel


Waibel Farms


45438 541st Ave.


Courtland, MN 56021


cell: 507-276-1476


email: waibel@newulmtel.net
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From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: FW: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Monday, July 10, 2017 4:42:54 PM


Comments on the draft rule
 
Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us
 


From: Tristan Wilmes [mailto:twilmes@cfscoop.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 4:19 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
 
I attended the Marshall, MN meeting and it was beneficial to hear explanations from the MDA.  A
 couple of follow up comments that I would like to have considered are:
 


1. In regards to the amount of nitrogen applied with phosphate in the fall.  I think there should
 be an exemption to the rule if precision ag is being used.  This will encourage growers to use
 variable rate technology instead of pushing off application to spring, taxing an already busy
 work force and equipment fleet.  Growers won’t abuse this to get more nitrogen on in the fall
 in areas that shouldn’t be over applied.  It would be to cost prohibitive to do.


2. The second comment is related to application on frozen ground.  I 100% agree that applying
 on top of frozen ground should be avoided.  However, how the rule is interpreted as frozen
 ground is any soil at 32 degrees.  The ability to incorporate the fertilizer should be part of the
 frozen ground rule.  Every year a portion of anhydrous ammonia is applied with a frozen crust
 on top.  Application still works and seals, but under the suggested rule this would not be
 allowed.    Maybe the rule needs to be for only fall urea. 


 
Feel free to contact me if you need further clarification to my thoughts.
 


Tristan Wilmes 
VP of Agronomy


 
233 W Ciro St | Truman, MN 56088
o: 507-776-1259 | c: 507-621-0243
www.cfscoop.com | Facebook | Twitter
This message may contain confidential material from Central Farm Service for the sole use of
 the intended recipient(s) and may not be reviewed, disclosed, copied, distributed or used by
 anyone other than the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient, please
 contact the sender by reply email and delete all copies of this message.
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From: Steve Bergo
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 12:30:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


When I look at the list of vulnerable soils in Meeker County where I farm I have to wonder, do all these soils really
 show problems with nitrogen loss? Some of these soils are not very permeable or erodible. Are we responding to
 actual known issues or is this just an effort to ban all fall applied nitrogen? We fall apply nitrogen on soils with
 limited risk of loss and split apply spring nitrogen on higher risk permeable soils. Farmers have made great strides
 in improving nitrogen application based on their knowledge of the land they farm.  The tools that are becoming
 available to manage nitrogen application and reduce rates are just now being widely adapted, without even passing
 another law.


Sincerely,
Steve BErgo


Sincerely,


Steve Bergo
21764 530th Ave
Grove City, MN 56243
sb21764@gmail.com
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Sunday, August 06, 2017 8:06:54 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Steven Sodeman
Organization: Past Draft Nitrogen Rule Task Force member from MCGA


Email: ssodeman@mvtvwireless.com
Zip Code: 56081
Comment: Larry, I sent you and Ron Struss comments via email after the Marshall


 meeting that I attended, about June 23, 2017. This is just a reinforcement of
 those earlier comments. I am not representing any organization except that I
 was on that Task Force for two-three years as an alternate from MCGA (Dave
 Pfarr was the other one) where I attended numerous sessions. I just want to
 reaffirm those comments and highlight my objection to the use of Ksat which
 greatly expands the "brown" territory on your map without merit. 1- The well
 testing program is only an indicator approach with limited data. It might only
 be a good way to detect poor, old, bad-casing, poorly located wells. Since
 Rural Water systems are in place more today, the well testing approach
 renders that well on that site invalid. In South Branch Township where I live
 in Watonwan County, there are only 115 house properties on 36 sections. A
 10% trigger level is not correct to raise alarm. 2- The use of Ksat (which I
 never heard of until that day in Marshall) is totally wrong to use. The soils
 that it triggers greatly expands the acres of detectable, target soils. Soils like
 Coland and many others are not problems. Ksat must be thrown out. The only
 indicator should be "Sandy Soils with Organic Matter Less Than 3%". 3- As I
 mentioned to you and Ron Struss and Dan Stoddard, there is an accurate field
 mapping software program through www.agridatainc.com which many crop
 consultants, real estate folks, and insurance people usitilize that uses NRCS
 Soil Surveys and accurately quantifies acres of soils in a field or farm that
 should be used to determine whether afield could be allowed a fall nitrogen
 application. This can easily be 50% of a Field, not 50% of a Township so as
 not to handicap farmers and fertilizer dealers so severely. 4- I find it
 interesting that after the Marshall meeting MDA expanded the meeting
 options from 7 to 11. You must have heard about the lack of options by an
 angry crowd. But this gets to my first comments and question to you and
 Bruce Montgomery as to why this statewide Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 which I thought as a Task Force member it was already done. You responded
 back to me that it was to "legislatively grant authority" which kind of scares
 me. It seems be be taking what we discussed in those Task Force years
 "beyond the realm", such as this introduction of Ksat which we as a Task
 Force never discussed. So I will again request that Ksat being thrown out.
 You can say I am unhappy about this inappropriate Ksat thing that has greatly
 expanded the territory perceived as a problem. Take care. Steven Sodeman
 8/6/17
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 5:47:14 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Timothy Wegner
Organization: I am a farmer and a board member at Paynesville farmers union


Email: timwegnerfarms@gmail.com
Zip Code: 56362
Comment: I feel like the nitrate levels that you are finding are from what our forefathers


 have done in the past. those nitrates are from thirty years ago. Farming is very
 different now. I have been with crop consultants since the mid 90's and have
 been doing grid sampling and variable rate fertilizer since the early 2000's.
 My father didn't believe in nitrogen stabilizers on our heavy soils. Now I use
 Stabilizers on all Fall Anhydrous ammonia on heavy soils. I don't put nitrogen
 on light soil in the fall. I have been using some ESN the last few years. These
 are just some of the practices that we do different so in 20 years the ground
 water should be better EVEN WITHOUT regulations. Now I'm taking my
 farmer hat off and putting my CO-OP board member hat on. This is going to
 put a HUGE strain on the abilities of the Fertilizer plant and the employees
 that work there. I am told that they might not be able to do variable rate
 fertilizer in the spring due to time restraints of putting Most of the fertilizer on
 in the spring with only a short window to do it. This would put us back 20
 years with a flat rate spread over the whole field. I don't think that will be
 good for the environment or production. Also we will have to build a bigger
 fertilizer plant to hold our entire spring needs. It is very hard to get it trucked
 in fast enough at planting time. Then there is the machinery to get all of this
 done in the short spring planting window. It will be a horrendous financial
 burden on the co-op. As a farmer having to wait in the spring to get my
 fertilizer spread would not be a good thing. We are in the center go the state,
 the northern edge of the corn belt. You don't want to put Nitrogen on frozen
 ground? I have planted corn when there was still frost in the ground. We have
 to push the envelope to get done ahead of bad weather that can last until past
 the ultimate time to plant corn. If Minnesota has regulations that other
 surrounding states don't have, that would put us at an unfair advantage. I grow
 corn and soybeans on a 50/50 rotation. I love doing it and I think I am pretty
 good at it but these regulations will make an already challenging career a lot
 tougher. I was at the meeting at Cold Spring. Thank you for the opportunity to
 voice my opinions. Tim Wegner 320 250 6606
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From: Steve Roe
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 5:20:06 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Steve Roe
PO Box 822
Crosslake, MN 56442
roetreat@crosslake.net
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of spind002@umn.edu
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 9:56:33 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Susan Spindler
5305 60th St W
Minneapolis, MN 55436-2651
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From: Tom slunecka
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 9:18:11 AM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be
 rewritten and consider the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have
 many maintenance and construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and
 showing levels of N higher than in the surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm
 families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is determined. The MDA
 should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families.
 Farmers are already careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input
 that is vital for a good harvest. We do not want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many
 areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the fall. Fall road restrictions
 could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is not
 adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These
 challenges and the economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been
 looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next.
 Looking at soils and the conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule
 before any restriction is put on the use of N fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm
 families fairly. The rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be
 built upon sound science.


Regards, 
Tom slunecka 
24240 W Lake Dr
Madison Lake, MN 56063 
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From: Smallgrains.org
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Comments on Fertilizer Rule
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 4:37:27 PM


Larry Gunderson
Pesticide and Fertilizer Management Division
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Roberts Street North
St. Paul, MN 55155-2538


Dear Mr. Gunderson,


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


I do not think a one-size-fits-all strategy is the best approach to maintaining or improving
 groundwater in a state as large and diverse as Minnesota. Instead of prohibiting fall nitrogen
 applications across the entire state based solely on soil type, you should take into account the
 many factors that reduce the risk of nitrate leaching in the different parts of the state,
 including northern and western Minnesota. You should take a regional approach and work
 with growers and other local experts to identify the best strategies, for each region, before
 regulating nitrogen applications as proposed in Part 1 of the rule.


By prohibiting fall applications of nitrogen in such a large area of Northwest Minnesota, you
 would be creating a major problem because we do not have the infrastructure, at supply
 companies and individual farms, to apply and incorporate all the acres in a very short
 application window in the spring. (Infrastructure includes: people, equipment, storage
 capacity and large distances between fields and to the fertilizer source-Mississippi River)
 There could be unintended consequences because P and K may be incorporated in the fall and
 N in the spring, causing more tillage and possible erosion in some situations. It would also
 raise the cost of production.


Nitrogen is expensive and I am doing whatever I can to keep it available for the crops that I
 grow. I use many different strategies to do this economically and I am always looking for
 additional ways. That is why research is so important.


I am not opposed to changing and adopting to new information or technology, however to
 make big changes, as proposed in Part 1, it would be good to know the changes are needed
 and will have a positive impact on our groundwater quality. I encourage you to seek out
 current well testing data and expand the monitoring of ground water in our area before
 regulating. I believe most of us are doing a good job of limiting nitrogen loss in order to keep
 it available for our crops to use. Research will help us do more.


Thank you for your willingness to listen and work with local and regional growers to find the
 best solutions. I understand you added additional listening sessions and extended the
 comment period in order to get additional input. I hope the input you are getting will
 encourage you to change Part 1 of the Rule so that regulation does not take place in regions
 that need additional testing and consideration of regional risk factors. I am willing to work
 with you and others to help identify regional factors that contribute significantly more or less
 risk. This along with testing should happen before the regulation in Part 1 takes place.
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Sincerely,


Thomas Jennen


56537








From: Walter Sizer
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 9:11:47 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mr. Walter Sizer
121 6th Ave S Apt 6
Moorhead, MN 56560
218-233-7933
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From: Steve
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Montgomery, Bruce (MDA); Stoddard, Dan (MDA)
Subject: One more thing
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 7:52:40 AM


Larry,
 
Just to let you know that I attended the 4-6 pm session at Mankato last night prior to the 25 By 25
 affair.  There was a lively discussion with the aggies and Commissioner Frederickson and Matt
 Wohlman.  I was able to converse with each of them.  I am very encouraged that the Ksat problem
 will be reversed and go away.  Please develop a solid explanation as to why it should go away, since
 it never should have been brought up.  You know how those radicals are.
 
The well testing thing is still a big problem.  You must develop a clearer plan and message to monitor
 the aquifers if that is what is important. As a Task Force member, we warned and advised about the
 faults and problems with this.  Monitoring home wells is fraught with dangers and errors.  However,
 if the department persists in this inappropriate method, then at least provide funding or loans to
 assist in fixing bad wells since that is what you will find.  This makes everyone very defensive.
 
Another detail that was brought up last night and is very important is the issue of the fall application
 of DAP or MAP fertilizer.  On page two under “Exceptions to the restriction” you must erase the
 third bullet point.  A 20 pound limit of N when it is fixed to phosphorous such as DAP or MAP is a
 profound obstacle.  Phosphorous application rates can range from zero to 120 lbs/ac as needed or
 required by soil test values.  If you actually need 120 lbs/ac of P2O5 and use DAP because that is
 what the fertilizer plant has, then you are applying 47 lbs/ac of nitrogen.  That is NOT a problem
 with respect to nitrate movement (honestly if I had to apply that much P2O5 in the fall and risk loss,
 I would never put it on in the fall anyway), but the restriction is.  The producer should be allowed to
 fall apply their P & K if needed.  It is unrealistic to limit the DAP or MAP applied because of the
 nitrogen value.  Please make that go away.
 
Please bear in mind that spring nitrogen application is the best thing for yield as well as nitrate
 movement reduction.  It would be better to advocate that message all the time. Farmers love a best
 yield. There is tons of data to substantiate that fact.  Farmers should only want to apply nitrogen in
 the fall because of a fear of not getting the job done……time management.  This must always be
 coordinated with fertilizer plant managers.  It is a logistical challenge and nightmare.
 
I would always wish all producers would apply all their nitrogen in the spring because of higher yield
 and nitrate reduction.  Two excellent goals.  However, we must be realistic.  The fertilizer industry
 must be urged to move that way, not forced.  Farmers should always be reminded that the best
 yield comes with spring nitrogen.
 
I am also encouraged when I heard about the “by the field approach” from Susie, as opposed to the
 “by the section” or “by the township” approaches.  Soil surveys and Agrisurety are excellent tools to
 accomplish that strategy.
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Take care.
 
Steve Sodeman
8/17/17








From: Anthony Jacobs
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 11:20:05 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


As an agronomist working for a farm supply cooperative in SC Minnesota we employ very advanced technologies to
 ensure best management practices are respected with all applications of Nitrogen. Split applications, GPS/GIS, soil
 productivity indexes, sensitive zones are all recognized during the recommendation and application process. Our
 staff has countless hours of training with academia and industry professionals to ensure most current agronomics
 and environmental impact is reflected also in the application rates and timing.


Thank you for your consideration and compilation of industry comments to ensure common sense is not ignored
 within the Minnesota Nitrogen Rule.


Sincerely,


Tony Jacobs
Crystal Valley Agronomist
CCA #3602
Tony.jacobs@crystalvalley.coop


Sincerely,


Anthony Jacobs
542 E Blue Earth St
Lake Crystal, MN 56055
tony.jacobs@crystalvalley.coop
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From: Trevore Brekken
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 4:49:52 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be rewritten and consider
 the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have many maintenance and
 construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and showing levels of N higher than in the
 surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is
 determined. The MDA should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families. Farmers are already
 careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input that is vital for a good harvest. We do not
 want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the
 fall. Fall road restrictions could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is
 not adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These challenges and the
 economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next. Looking at soils and the
 conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule before any restriction is put on the use of N
 fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm families fairly. The
 rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be built upon sound science.


Regards,
Trevore Brekken
109 Golf Terrace Dr
Crookston, MN 56716   <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/60865/21894965>
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From: Zoe Bird
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 10:26:07 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. Zoe Bird
4918 37th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55417
6124329196
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Monday, August 07, 2017 8:58:00 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Tim Hoefer
Organization: Unity Bank North


Email: thoefer@unitybanking.com
Zip Code: 56750
Comment: I attended one of the initial informational meetings held in McIntosh a while


 back and was very disappointed in this whole process. I live and farm in Red
 Lake County which has the majority of farmland shaded out in your map. I
 personally live on a Section of land that is shaded out even though my home
 sits on top of 30 feet of impermeable clay. I do not understand why the State
 of Minnesota would spend taxpayers money to initiate a project like this
 before determining if there is a problem which needs to be addressed. All the
 local communities pull water from wells which are tested regularly. The city
 of Crookston has four wells right on top of the beach ridge area (12 and 16
 miles east of Crookston) that you are concerned with. Why not obtain their
 test results to determine their levels? In these tight economic times farmers
 are not applying fall fertilizer in areas of their farms that are subject to excess
 leaching. They can not afford to waste the money. From years of farming the
 land they know better than your general hydrology maps what areas they need
 to be careful on. In summary, your department should be ashamed of
 yourselves for wasting taxpayers money on proposals which I believe will
 ultimately be found unnecessary and useless. You should have conducted
 simple preliminary research to determine if there are any public wells in
 northwest Minnesota with even close to high concentration of nitrates before
 beginning this process. To do otherwise is negligent. Regards Timothy J.
 Hoefer
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of timnolan7@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 6:56:25 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Tim NOLAN
86 WILKIN ST APT 303
Saint Paul, MN 55102-2758
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From: Todd Stencel
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 4:30:05 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Todd Stencel CEO Stencel Farms Inc
27853 70th St
Waseca, MN 56093
toddstencel@gmail.com
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From: Travis Norman
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 10:31:56 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Travis Norman
2630 Madison St NE
Minneapolis, MN 55418
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From: Berg, Jeffrey (MDA)
To: Berg, Jeffrey (MDA)
Subject: FW: Steve Sodeman comments
Date: Monday, August 07, 2017 8:09:46 AM


-----Original Message-----
From: Steve Sodeman [mailto:ssodeman@mvtvwireless.com]
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2017 7:36 AM
To: Struss, Ron (MDA) <ron.struss@state.mn.us>
Subject: Ksat needs further sorting


Ron,
An additional sort should be % organic matter. If less than 3%, then.....  No one out here knows what Ksat is.  A nice
 slide in each meeting location would be a list of soils that have a Ksat value of less than 1.41 AND an organic
 matter less than 3.0%. The list would be soil number and name, not per county but per area the meeting is
 in....shorter list. More familiar to the audience.
Steve
6/23/17


-----Original Message-----
From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2017 11:40 AM
To: Steve Sodeman <ssodeman@mvtvwireless.com>
Cc: Stoddard, Dan (MDA) <dan.stoddard@state.mn.us>; Montgomery, Bruce (MDA)
 <bruce.montgomery@state.mn.us>; Berg, Jeffrey (MDA) <jeffrey.berg@state.mn.us>
Subject: RE: Public Comment Form, Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule


Thanks Steve, good to see you too! I'm sending this to the rest of the team at the MDA.


I think you are referencing the Nitrogen Fertilizer Management Plan below.  Although the rule is discussed in the
 plan, the plan provides guidance and strategy, but lacks the authority to require anyone to do anything. On page 82
 of the plan, it states that "Beginning in 2015, the MDA will develop a rule to address statewide and area specific
 nitrate issues." That rule is the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Larry


Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us


-----Original Message-----
From: Steve Sodeman [mailto:ssodeman@mvtvwireless.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2017 10:13 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Public Comment Form, Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule


Larry,


It was good to see you, Bruce, Dan, and Ron tonight in Marshall. I really do miss the activity of the past. Bruce
 mentioned AFREC which I miss very much. The Nitrogen Task Force process and many other affairs associated
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 with MCGA. Meeting you gentlemen and so many others was truly a joy I will always cherish.


I mentioned to Ron a wonderful service our United AgTech consulting service annually paid $240 for that was
 fantastic. It is found at:   www.agridatainc.com This company is in Grand Forks. Many realtors, fertilizer dealers,
 consultants, and hail companies use them. I would highly recommend them. Do not use NRCS. It is too
 confounding and frustrating.


The soil survey and soil type is what we all use.  Yield maps and electro-conductivity maps can improve the
 accuracy of the soil survey maps provided by AgriData. The accuracy is not perfect and is within 3 acres; therefore,
 it is only close but better and more specific than what you are showing.  Ron's list of soils he showed me was not
 correct as I see it as I know many of those soils. Many of them should be scratched or examined. There should be a
 challenge and edit process.


I honestly had not ever paid attention to Ksat until tonight. Coarse soils less than 3% organic matter should be the
 focus along with the Karst soils.


You need to change your dialogue about the well testing program and detection. Explain about old, poor casings and
 bad locations of wells. There must soon be a shift to properly monitored test wells aka irrigation wells. Many now
 enjoy a "rural water system" and no longer have a well.


Actually I am confused about this new "draft Nitrogen fertilizer rule". I thought that was what I spent two years
 doing. Now this is a new draft rule. What is different?  Please point out the specific rule.


"Vulnerable groundwater areas will be determined section by section." And then there is the 50% thing. This should
 be 50% field by field.  We can do this today..... it is the 21st century. It is more farmer and fertilizer dealer friendly.


Steve Sodeman
6/23/17


Sent from my iPad








From: Theresia Gillie
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 2:40:05 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Theresia Gillie
2573 290th Ave
Hallock, MN 56728
theresia.gillie@gmail.com
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From: Info, MDA (MDA)
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Monday, July 17, 2017 10:38:44 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment Form.


Name:   Steven Holte    
Organization:    Holte Farms    
Email:   Sholte@gvtel.com       
Zip Code:        56727  
Comment:         I am very opposed to this Draft Nitrogen rule. I believe that our ground has not been tested, but
 instead a blanket rule has been used by tests from southern Minnesota. If you want to pass a law restricting our
 farming practices I would like there to be testing in the area because soil and climate differ greatly across the state.
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From: Thomas Wilkens
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Monday, August 21, 2017 3:23:26 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.
We have a private well for our family's water and relatives in southern MN who also depend on well water.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mr. Thomas Wilkens
8959 Inver Grove Trl
Inver Grove Heights, MN 55076
651-457-2476
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 9:38:31 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Steven Woller
Organization: 


Email: stevewhome@sytekcom.com
Zip Code: 56340
Comment: My farm is located just inside a vulnerable groundwater area based on soil


 hydrology and geology information as per the published map. I have been a
 ridge-till farmer for 35+ years in an effort to conserve soil and farm
 responsibly. I have discovered within the last 10 years that in order to grow
 corn that is comparable in production to other tillage practices in the area, I
 must inject anhydrous ammonia directly into the top of the ridge in the fall.
 There are several reasons for this. First, side-dressing N between the rows in
 the growing crop, which I did for many years, was not successful in
 producing a good crop due to the compaction in that area, so the roots couldn't
 successfully get to it. Second, injecting directly into the row breaks up any
 compaction which may have resulted from combine tires running close to the
 row. I inject the anhydrous ammonia shortly before freeze-up so that the soil
 is cold enough to prevent microbial change of the N form to one that would
 become mobile. I have purchased my own applicator to perform this process.
 In my area of central Minnesota, I plant corn as soon as soil temperature
 reaches 50 degrees, so I don't feel there is really a difference in N loss when
 comparing Fall applied or pre-plant applied N. Also, I can't spring apply the
 anhydrous ammonia in the ridge row due to the soil disturbance that occurs is
 detrimental to corn germination, because I don't have a soil firming pass such
 as regular tillage farmers do to firm the soil before planting. I also believe the
 anhydrous ammonia application directly into the top of the ridge, is much less
 prone to N leaching through the soil due to the fact that any excess moisture
 runs to the valley between the ridges, should there be late rains just before
 freeze-up, or in the spring just before planting. This fall application of N, as I
 have been using it, allows me to continue using ridge-till farming practices
 and thereby prevent soil erosion. I don't believe I could continue to farm using
 ridge-till if this N application method were taken away. Thank you for
 considering my situation.
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 8:15:42 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Wayne Enger
Organization: 


Email: waenger@hotmail.com
Zip Code: 56256
Comment: Our farm has been having NH3 fall applied for years. We currently use


 variable rate application to apply the correct amount accoding to soil
 production capacity and BMP's. We also spread our own supplemental
 application in early summer. If we can not apply fall NH3 we will be forced
 to slop on a fixed rate of urea in the spring with a spinner applicator, because
 the availability of enough commercial applicators in the spring is just not
 there.
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From: Tim Malterer
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 7:20:05 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Tim Malterer
7110 403rd Ave
Janesville, MN 56048
tim.malterer.4@gmail.com
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 1:06:49 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Todd Arndt
Organization: Arndt Farms


Email: arndt@frontiernet.net
Zip Code: 56060
Comment: To whom it may concern: I just wanted to make a few comments on the new


 proposed nitrogen rule.We farm some land in the area that is being considered
 for no fall nitrogen.I know on our farm we put part of our N on in the fall but
 always after soil temps get below 50 degrees and always use a nitrogen
 stabilizer with it.Every acre is mapped from the harvested crop and we then
 compare our yield with amount of nitrogen applied to see how efficient we
 are with the N and continue to strive to be better.The balance of our nitrogen
 is split applied either in spring or with a summer sidedress app,so we don't put
 on to much at any one application.Nitrogen isn't cheap like it was 30 years
 ago where the more you put on the higher the yield it is a considerable
 expense in crop production and our farm isn't unlike other Mn farms in that
 we do not want to use 1 lb more than is needed.The majority of us our taking
 care of our resources and regulating ourselves we don't need any more from
 the top down.If fall N application is taken away from us and have to rely on
 spring only and it is extremely wet we have a whole new set of
 problems.Thank you for your time. Todd
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of revwaltgordon@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 6:01:24 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Walter Gordon
834 Marshall Ave
Saint Paul, MN 55104-6652
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 9:01:10 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Tim Rasmussen
Organization: Farmer


Email: tbrasmussen13@gmail.com
Zip Code: 56579
Comment: I do believe we shall provide groundwater testing to prove water quality


 locally rather than a 1970s SURGO Maps and soil type data that has been
 outdated. Soil Test values of Phosphorous shall be accepted for fall
 applications if PPM value is responsive to applied MAP/DAP fertilizer to
 achieve economically yields the following year. Precision technology is
 available and can be brought into farm fertility plans to place nutrients where
 needed and when needed. If proving that I am using a precision technology
 platform for fertilizer application and prove the "Why am I applying that
 amount in that acre" I shall be allowed to grow the most economically bushel
 of grain for my farm, family, community.
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From: Montgomery, Bruce (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA); Gunderson, Larry (MDA); Schaust, Jen (MDA)
Subject: Farmers Union--- Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
Date: Wednesday, July 19, 2017 7:37:53 AM


 
 


From: Thom Petersen [mailto:thom@mfu.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 18, 2017 9:06 PM
To: Frederickson, Dave (MDA) <dave.frederickson@state.mn.us>
Cc: Stokes, Susan (MDA) <susan.stokes@state.mn.us>; Montgomery, Bruce (MDA)
 <bruce.montgomery@state.mn.us>; Place, Whitney (MDA) <whitney.place@state.mn.us>; Dolkar,
 Tenzin (GOV) <tenzin.dolkar@state.mn.us>; Gary Wertish <gary@mfu.org>; Bryan Klabunde
 <Bryan@mfu.org>; Stamper, Joshua (MDA) <joshua.stamper@state.mn.us>
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 
Commissioner:
 
On behalf of MFU President Gary Wertish and the membership of Minnesota Farmers Union
 (MFU), I am writing to officially request an extension of the August 11th deadline to submit
 comments for the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule of at least one month. MFU appreciates the
 effort that has been made by MDA and staff to have an open, informational and accessible
 process, but we are starting to have questions from members in especially Northwest and
 East Central Minnesota and we do worry about timing on commenting and understanding
 impacts. MFU has not had an opportunity to discuss in person with our full board which does
 need meet until the 18th of August, one week after deadline. For our organization that
 opportunity would be helpful to be able to discuss before commenting. Again, thank-you for
 the work of your agency and your staff they have been very helpful, and we urge
 consideration of an extension.
 
Thom Petersen, Director of Gov't Relations
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From: Thomas Eng
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 2:00:03 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Thomas Eng
38211 720th Ave
Saint James, MN 56081
ltd4te@gmail.com
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From: Tim Madsen
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:40:49 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mr. Tim Madsen
8117 York Ave S
Bloomington, MN 55431
952-217-9265
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of bethuli@iphouse.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Monday, August 28, 2017 6:26:27 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Uli  Koester
1701 1st St. SW
New Brighton, MN 55112
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From: todd dykstra
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 7:30:05 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


todd dykstra
1210 Broadway St
Bigelow, MN 56117
todddykstra@frontiernet.net
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From: Steve Houzenga
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 8:29:21 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be
 rewritten and consider the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have
 many maintenance and construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and
 showing levels of N higher than in the surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm
 families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is determined. The MDA
 should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families.
 Farmers are already careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input
 that is vital for a good harvest. We do not want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many
 areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the fall. Fall road restrictions
 could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is not
 adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These
 challenges and the economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been
 looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next.
 Looking at soils and the conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule
 before any restriction is put on the use of N fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm
 families fairly. The rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be
 built upon sound science.


Regards, 
Steve Houzenga 
120 7th St NW
Blooming Prairie, MN 55917 
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From: Sue Halligan
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 7:29:13 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. Sue Halligan
1190 Schooner Way
Woodbury, MN 55125
651-739-8207
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From: Steven Miller
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 7:16:02 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Dr. Steven Miller
4106 57th Street Ln NW
Rochester, MN 55901
425-879-3071
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From: Todd Skonnord
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 10:53:44 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Todd Skonnord
3710 S Hills Dr
Eagan, MN 55123
6517640419
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From: Tlhelfter@aol.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: klevlaw@aol.com; grafffeedlots@gmail.com
Subject: Proposed N rule
Date: Friday, August 04, 2017 3:27:27 PM


We are all aware of nitrogen's presence in the atmosphere.   It is not unusual to have a heavy amount of lightning
 during a rainstorm releasing a considerable amount of nitrogen  which will settle on the earths soil and water
 surfaces.   How is this factored into determining acceptable application amounts?          Tom Helfter
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